
WARNING: Motorcycle must be properly supported before
shock bolt is removed.

2. Remove the socket head screw just behind the turn signal.

NOTE: It may be necessary to remove the turn signal lens to
access this screw.

3. Loosely install the provided 1/2” x 3” bolt through the front
Support hole, the OEM hardware and the upper shock 
mounting hole.

4. Install the provided 5/16” x 2” bolt through the rear Support
hole and the fender strut using OEM hardware.

5. Tighten all hardware and repeat for the other side. Remove
blocks and lower motorcycle to the floor.

TOOLS REQUIRED:
3/16” hex key
1/2” combination wrenches
9/16” combination wrenches
3/4” combination wrenches

NOTE: These Supports can be installed on 82-89 XL’s with the
turn signals in their original or in set back positions. Turn
signals must be moved back on 90-93 models. Relocation
kits are recommended on all models.

PROCEDURE:

For 82-83 XL models
1. Lift the rear of the motorcycle, under the frame, so the rear

wheel is just off the ground. Block securely. Remove the upper
shock mounting bolt.

ATTENTION INSTALLER: (if other than owner): 
Please forward this instruction sheet to the purchaser of this
product. These instructions contain valuable information
necessary to the end user.

INTRODUCTION: These instructions describe the 
procedure for properly installing these Saddlebag Supports 
onto 1982-93 XL models.

Review instructions carefully before beginning, as they contain
important information. Please retain for future reference.

Particularly important information is distinguished in 
these instructions by the following notations:

NOTE: A NOTE provides key information to make 
procedures easier or clearer.

CAUTION:  (shaded) A CAUTION indicates special
procedures that must be followed to avoid damage to the
motorcycle and/or accessories.

WARNING: (boxed and shaded) A WARNING indicates
special procedures that must be followed to avoid injury to a
motorcycle operator or person inspecting or repairing 
the motorcycle.
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For 84-89 XL models
1. Remove nut from upper shock mount stud.

2. Remove the socket head screw just behind the turn signal.

NOTE: It may be necessary to remove the turn signal lens to
access this screw.

3. Loosely install shouldered nut through the front Support hole
onto the upper shock mounting stud.

4. Install the provided 5/16” x 2” bolt through the rear Support
hole and the fender strut using OEM hardware. 

5. Tighten all hardware and repeat for the other side.

For 90-93 XL models
1. Remove nut from upper shock mount stud. 

NOTE: On 93 models the stud cover may interfere with 
the Support. This part can be deleted or replaced by
OEM 54705-92 stud cover.

2. Remove turn signal and relocate to rear fender strut hole.

3. Loosely install shouldered nut through the front Support hole
onto the upper shock mounting stud.

NOTE: 90-93 models require a countersunk spacer between the
fender strut and the Support. The countersink faces out
to match the Support. When installed with a Drag
Specialties sissy bar and side plates, this spacer is 
not required.

4. Into the old turn signal mounting hole, install the provided
3/8” x 21/2” bolt (with OEM hardware) through the rear
Support hole, countersunk spacer, fender strut, frame, plate
and fender.

5. Tighten all hardware and repeat for the other side.

WARNING: Check clearances inside fender, from all fasteners
to tire. Trim or adjust as required.

WARNING: After installing both sides on all models, check
Support Bracket clearance to all parts of the
motorcycle by compressing and extending the
suspension completely. Supports must not contact
anything, especially any moving parts or brake
components, at any time. If contact occurs,
readjust Support until it does not make contact.
Clearance must also be checked after saddlebags
are installed.

WARNING: Maximum recommended saddlebag load is 
7 pounds. Make sure all hardware is tight before 
operating motorcycle.
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